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QUARTERLY ISSUES-RELATED PROGRAMMING REPORT
Third Quarter 2016: July - September

The following report reflects the most significant issues and problems in this community. These issues were derived from careful observation of a cross-section of various local media including newspaper, 
radio, and television reports among others. Local citizens were also informally polled and their opinions were considered in the compilation of this list.

The issues in this report have been addressed in the programs listed as well as through our regularly scheduled programs, newscasts, and public service announcements. This report has been prepared 
by the staff of the Bible Broadcasting Network.

Program Date Time Issue Summary Length
Love Worth 
Finding

7/1/2016 9:30 AM Moral Issues
Family

Dr Adrian Rogers shared his belief that there is hope for America if 
people will turn from their wicked ways, humble themselves, and pray 
and seek the Lord. 

25:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

7/1/2016 2:30 PM Parenting The family is the foremost unit of our society.  In raising children to 
become godly citizens we must understand that children remember very 
little of what we say, a little more of what we do, but mostly our 
children remember who we are. "Walk" and "live" your talk.

28:00

Guidelines 7/1/2016 3:45 PM Youth Dr. Harold Sala gives several ideas to occupy children throughout the 
summer months. Among some of his ideas are: read, explore, invent, 
travel, play outside,  and work.

5:00

Weekend 
Connection

7/2/2016 4:02 PM Family
Child Abuse
Youth

PART 2 of a look into a couple's experiences as foster parents to more 
than 20 children

15:00

Love Worth 
Finding

7/4/2016 9:30 AM Civil Liberties
Government
Moral Issues

Adrian Rogers talked today of America’s past glory and why it is 
receding.  He expounded on the fact that we have had generations that 
generated, generations that speculated and are presently a generation 
that is dissipating. Nevertheless, America’s glory can be restored if we 
repent and turn back to God.

25:00

Unshackled! 7/4/2016 11:00 PM Gangs
Drug Abuse

Today’s dramatization is the real life story of a young man who joined a 
gang, got into many fights, committed crimes, and used drugs.  It wasn’
t until after being discharged from the Army, becoming involved in an 
occult religion and ending up in prison that he found meaning in his life.

28:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

7/5/2016 2:30 PM Parenting
Women's Issues

Francie Taylor expounded upon godly women being sober (wise, sound-
minded) and loving to their husband’s and children (show interest in 
them, spend time with them, honor them).

28:00

Love Worth 
Finding

7/6/2016 9:30 AM Government Bring Back the Glory: Adrian Rogers spoke on the principle that the 
entire universe shows that it sides with those who will fight for God 
through speaking about the catastrophic rainfall and mudslide that 
destroyed Sisera and his army. 

25:00

Love Worth 
Finding

7/7/2016 9:30 AM Civil Liberties Adrian Rogers spoke today of vision, valor, vigilance and vitality (inner 
life and strength) needed in America’s citizens and leaders to win the 
battle raging in America of light against darkness and truth against error.  

25:00

Weekend 
Connection

7/9/2016 4:02 PM Healthcare
Special Needs Children
Senior Citizens

The National Federation of the Blind has been the leading source for 
helping blind and visually impaired people find the resources, support and 
hope they need to lead productive lives. The program discussed the 
emotional challenges facing blind people, braille literacy for blind youth, 
and the NFB resources which are available to seniors who are dealing 
with vision loss.

15:00

Guidelines 7/11/2016 3:45 PM Moral Issues Dr. Harold Sala addressed the problem of loneliness in today's broadcast, 
which has been brought on by flesh and blood relationships being 
replaced with social media relationships.

5:00

Love Worth 
Finding

7/12/2016 9:30 AM Civil Liberties
Moral Issues

Adrian Rogers spoke today of strength, character and integrity being 
what is most needed today in our homes and nation.

25:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

7/13/2016 2:30 PM Technology Paul Chapel addresses issues that are hindering people’s social skills that 
are directly related to technology and today’s media.

28:00

Guidelines 7/14/2016 3:45 PM Moral Issues
Women's Issues

In today's broadcast Dr. Harold Sala addressed many issues; such as 
infidelity, death and separation from family, which leave women in a 
perpetual state of loneliness.

5:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

7/14/2016 2:30 PM Stress On today’s Building Blocks for the Family broadcast, Jessie Sandberg 
addresses different ways of dealing with difficult people.

28:00

Weekend 
Connection

7/16/2016 4:02 PM Economy Dr. Joe Monaco talks about the impact of the recent Brexit vote on the 
American and world economy.  He also explains why he feels the vote is 
a pivotal shift in the way European countries view the acquisition of 
prosperity.  

15:00

Unshackled! 7/17/2016 11:00 PM Domestic Violence
Poverty

Today's dramatization deals with a dysfunctional family in which the 
father is physically abusive to the point that the mother removes herself 
and her three children to a safe house in another city. It is there, while 
living in poverty, that the family finds peace and meaning to life.

28:00

Love Worth 
Finding

7/18/2016 9:30 AM Family In today's broadcast, Adrian Rogers proclaimed a multitude of reasons 
why a poor family foundation is causing values to vanish in America.

25:00

Guidelines 7/18/2016 3:45 PM Stress Harold Sala spoke today on different avenues that trouble enters a 
person's life and how to respond to trouble when it knocks at the door 
of a person's life.

5:00

Love Worth 
Finding

7/20/2016 9:30 AM Family Adrian Rogers spoke at length in today's broadcast of a father's 
responsibility in leading his family in today's society and how a father's 
leadership and influence in his children's lives will ultimately affect and 
change our society.

25:00

Love Worth 
Finding

7/22/2016 9:30 AM Civil Liberties
Religious Liberties/Discrimination

Adrian Rogers spoke in today's broadcast of the commands given in 
God's Word of how we are to live our lives as good citizens.

25:00

Insight For 
Living

7/22/2016 10:30 AM Civil Liberties
Religious Liberties/Discrimination

In today's broadcast Chuck Swindoll's addressed different ways (release, 
love, prayer) of dealing with sensitive situations involving those who 
threaten our personal rights.   

25:00
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Weekend 
Connection

7/23/2016 4:02 PM Domestic Violence
Women's Issues

Paula Silva, President of Focus Ministries, discussed domestic abuse.  
She described signs of domestic abuse and methods of treatment and 
prevention.   Focus Ministries provides assistance to women and families 
experiencing domestic abuse.

15:00

Unshackled! 7/24/2016 11:00 PM Abortion
Alcoholism
Drug Abuse

Today's dramatization deals with how a woman overcomes the emotional 
and mental  trauma of being sexually abused by her stepfather as a 
young child, as well as alcohol and drug abuse issues in her adult life 
while serving as an M.P. in the Army.

28:00

Guidelines 7/25/2016 3:45 PM Stress Dr. Harold Sala spoke today of the importance of physical touch, 
especially hugging, and the beneficial affects that it has on our health 
and well-being.

5:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

7/25/2016 2:30 PM Parenting On today's Building Blocks for the Family broadcast, Ken Collier 
addresses the pressures parents face and gives Biblical instruction and 
creative parenting ideas.

28:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

7/27/2016 2:30 PM Life Issues
Human Rights
 

Guest speaker on Building Blocks for the Family, Georgia Purdom, 
addressed the inconsistent standard of evolution by which society 
measure creation and more importantly a person's worth, 

28:00

Guidelines 7/28/2016 3:45 PM Stress In today's Guidelines for Living broadcast, Dr. Sala addressed the harm 
that panic-driven decisions can cause and gave several suggestions 
that will help a person make good, well-informed decisions.

5:00

Guidelines 7/29/2016 3:45 PM Stress Dr. Sala spoke at length in today's broadcast of how worry saps a 
person's energy and strength and can ultimately ruin one's health.

5:00

Weekend 
Connection

7/30/2016 4:02 PM Civil Liberties
Government

David Barton of Wallbuilders tells us about a Biblical approach to 
government and elections.

15:00

Unshackled! 7/31/2016 11:00 PM Moral Issues Today's dramatization showed how bitterness and seeking revenge can 
destroy a person's life and how the opposite is also true.  Forgiveness 
can free a person.

28:00

Love Worth 
Finding

8/2/2016 9:30 AM Pornography Today’s culture is awash with pornography.  It fills our media and 
influences our children. In today's broadcast Adrian Rogers shows the 
difference between love and lust—and that lust is actually the opposite 
of love. 

25:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

8/2/2016 2:30 PM Family On today's Building Blocks for the Family, Howard Hendricks talks 
extensively about the husband's leadership role in the family.

28:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

8/4/2016 2:30 PM Women's Issues Is the mirror a friend or foe? Today on Building Blocks for the Family, Liz 
Curtis HIggs addresses the issue of self-esteem and speaks about the 
worth of a women not being what a woman looks like on the outside, but 
what is nurtured and cultivated on the inside.

28:00

Weekend 
Connection

8/6/2016 4:02 PM Senior Citizens
Healthcare

The Cancer Treatment Centers of America has faith-based programs 
designed to encourage believers in the battle with cancer. One of the 
programs is called- "Our Journey of Hope". It is set up to train lay 
leaders in the church to come alongside cancer patients and their 
families to minister to them in their time of need. There are other free 
services provided to cancer patients that are offered by the CTCA.

15:00

Love Worth 
Finding

8/9/2016 9:30 AM Pornography
Family

In today's broadcast Adrian Rogers speaks about the affects 
pornography is having in the lives of individuals as well as on the family 
unit.  He, also, gives biblical advice on how to overcome the addiction.

25:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

8/10/2016 2:30 PM Family
Youth

Today, on Building Blocks for the Family, Sharon Rabon spoke at length 
on building parent/teen relationships primarily by being connected 
together.

28:00

Insight For 
Living

8/11/2016 10:30 AM Stress Chuck Swindoll expounds on the logic, persuasion and brevity of The 
Sermon on the Mount and the perfect example it gives of how to reduce 
anxiety and live a life of joy.

25:00

Weekend 
Connection

8/13/2016 4:02 PM Drug Abuse
Alcoholism
Addiction

Dr. Wilson Compton, Deputy Director of the National Institute on  Drug 
Abuse, talks about drug and alcohol abuse among teenagers.  He 
answers questions about the affects of long term marijuana use, the use 
of e-cigarettes and water pipes. He also discussed indicators of teenage 
drug use and steps parents can take to help their children avoid 
addition. 

15:00

Love Worth 
Finding

8/15/2016 9:30 AM Family Adrian Rogers spoke in-depth regarding the father being the leader of his 
home, addressing five different ways a man can be the kind of dad he 
ought to be.

25:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

8/15/2016 2:30 PM Family
Moral Issues

On Building Blocks for the Family, Craig Massey spoke on the reasons 
why men and women marry and why many marriages are unfulfilling and 
even dysfunctional. 

28:00

Love Worth 
Finding

8/16/2016 9:30 AM Women's Issues
Family

Adrian Rogers spoke on the inner attributes needed for a wife and 
mother to be the homemaker God speaks of in Proverbs 31.

25:00

Guidelines 8/18/2016 3:45 PM Depression On today's broadcast, Dr. Harold Sala spoke on how a depressed, bitter 
person can overcome their situations by turning despair to hope, 
realizing that God is bigger than the problem.

5:00

Love Worth 
Finding

8/18/2016 9:30 AM Family In this humorous message, Adrian Rogers shows God’s divine design, 
definite differences between men and women, and how to have harmony 
in the home. 

25:00

Guidelines 8/19/2016 3:45 PM Family Today's Guidelines centered around five ways a parent can help an adult 
child who is in crisis - weather emotional, mental, physical or spiritual

5:00

Weekend 
Connection

8/20/2016 4:02 PM Crime/Law & Order
Employment
Life Issues

Talked with James Ackerman, CEO of Prison Fellowship about their 
restorative work with prisoners, especially anger management, job 
training, and re-entry into society.

15:00

Weekend 
Connection

8/27/2016 4:02 PM Healthcare
Technology

Joel Zimba, Reading Innovation Project Manager for the National 
Federation of the Blind, discussed KNFB Reader.  KNFB Reader is a smart 
phone app that reads text aloud.  Mr. Zimba also explained technology 
that allows visually impaired people to access the content of hundreds 
of newspapers and periodicals by telephone.

15:00

Weekend 
Connection

9/3/2016 4:02 PM Employment
Stress
Race Relations

Robert Rohm talks about the four basic personality types and how 
understanding them can help us produce a more productive and peaceful 
workplace environment.

15:00
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Weekend 
Connection

9/10/2016 4:02 PM Addiction
Alcoholism
Drug Abuse

Bethel Colony of Mercy is a drug and alcohol rehab facility with a faith-
based approach using the Bible and Christian principles in counseling. It 
provides a vital context in which men are encouraged to know Christ 
personally and to understand the practical outworking of the Word of 
God in meeting every need. The program also seeks to restore a 
measure of physical health and a more positive mental outlook. 

15:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

9/12/2016 2:30 PM Family Al Jackson spoke on four things that are necessary for harmonious family 
relationships: submission, love, obedience and encouragement.

28:00

Running To 
Win

9/13/2016 7:30 AM Pornography Erwin Lutzer expounded over a week long series of messages about the 
bondage that internet pornography creates and how we must be very 
careful in our use of technology. 

15:00

Take A Minute 9/13/2016  Alcoholism In today's "Take A Minute" broadcast Bryant Nelson spoke out against 
alcoholism and how it can destroy a person's health, finances and home-
life.

 

Guidelines 9/16/2016 3:45 PM Terrorism In the world in which we live, with terrorism and wars threatening 
humanity on every side, Dr Harold Sala speaks out safety not being 
found in the absence of danger, but in the presence of God.  You don't 
have to be afraid when you know God is with you.

5:00

Weekend 
Connection

9/17/2016 4:02 PM Healthcare Dr. Lapp is the Director of the Hunter-Hopkins Center in Charlotte, NC.  
His is one of of only a few clinics in the US that specializes in treating 
Chronic Fatigue and Fibromyalgia patients.   Dr. Lapp discussed the 
debilitating nature of the disease,  the lack of training the medical 
community receives to treat the disease, and the treatment he had 
developed to help those who struggle with CFS and FM. 

15:00

Guidelines 9/19/2016 3:45 PM Moral Issues Forgiveness was the topic of Dr. Harold Sala's "Guildlines" broadcast 
today.  He spoke on forgiveness being a willful act and not an act  
based on emotions.

5:00

Guidelines 9/20/2016 3:45 PM Religious Liberties/Discrimination Today's Guidelines broadcast centered around religious persecution. 
Whether it is simply scorn or actually sustaining bodily harm, it is not 
because of the wrong you have done but because you stand for truth, 
for justice, or for God. And that's when you can experience God's 
presence and strength and an outpouring of His grace that will take your 
through your trial.

5:00

Running To 
Win

9/20/2016 7:30 AM Youth
Technology
Family

Erwin Lutzer speaks out on how the explosion of technology has created 
many challenges for young people and their parents, offering solutions of 
how to protect our young people from pornography, violence and the 
occult.

15:00

Building Blocks 
for the Family

9/20/2016 2:30 PM Morallity
Moral Issues

Francie Taylor speaks to women in today's Building Blocks for the Family 
broadcast addressing the issue of modesty in dress and behavior.

28:00

Guidelines 9/21/2016 3:45 PM Religious Liberties/Discrimination Religious tensions are growing stronger and more heated. The result is 
that more and more innocent people suffer. Dr. Sala's broadcast dealt 
with the price that Christians will face if they are committed followers of 
Jesus Christ.

5:00

Guidelines 9/26/2016 3:45 PM Stress The discussion on today's "Guidelines" broadcast centered on bitterness 
and why it is wrong for a person to seek vengeance, as we all have our 
own failures.  It stunts spiritual growth and causes physical problems.

5:00

Running To 
Win

9/26/2016 7:30 AM Technology
Pornography

The moral impurity on the internet is destroying a whole generation. 
Erwin Lutzer addresses the question, " Do we abandon a technology we 
can’t live without, or do we risk exposure to sexual images while trying 
to engage the world we live in?"

15:00

Love Worth 
Finding

9/26/2016 9:30 AM Religious Liberties/Discrimination Dr Adrian Rogers, with” Love Worth Finding”, gives clear direction and 
vivid description designed to help Christians identify people who are 
persecuting the church from within

25:00


